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Updated to reflect recent modifications in federal and state law, this book is a quick-reference

source for lawyers, law students, legal professionals, and interested laypersons. The author defines

more than 5,000 legal terms, using nontechnical language that remains legally accurate. Terms are

documented with citations and apply to civil procedure, commercial and contract law, constitutional

law, criminal law, property law, and torts. This is a "mass-market-size" paperback. This  Law

Dictionary  is also available from Barron's in a trade edition that features larger pages with large

type.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“The value of a good LAW DICTIONARY cannot be overstated. Most lawyers use

BlackÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Law Dictionary for citation purposes, but this is the much better dictionary for

comprehending legal terminology.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€¢  Information Today

I sampled three popular law dictionaries for Kindle (1)Ã‚Â Law Dictionary, (Mass Market) 6th Ed.

(Barron's Legal Guides)Ã‚Â , (2)Ã‚Â Merriam-Webster's Dictionary of Law, and (3)Ã‚Â Nolo's

Plain-English Law Dictionary. By far, the best I'd seen is Barron's. Among other things, instant

search is enabled, and there are hotlinks to related terms. Webster's is next (it's got hotlinks, but

shows only one definition per page). Nolo is the worst; it's like all they did was convert the text.Major

problem with Barron's: can't search by keywords. Searches bring up index entries only.



This was an invaluable volume for helping me get through law school, and the bar exam. The

compact size was really very important: I could (and did) carry it around with me everywhere, in the

days before e-books were an option. It continues to be my first choice 20 years after graduating law

school. In short, if you need a definition for citation purposes, you probably will (and should) use

Black's Law Dictionary. But in order to understand the actual terms, use this volume.For anyone

buying a law dictionary for those going to law school (admittedly, a dwindling number), Black's is the

more spectacular gift. This Barron's dictionary, however, will be the more useful of the two

Is easy to navigate and comes in handy.

I wanted to provide a graduating undergraduate mentee with practical resources for law school as a

graduation gift. I ordered this and The Bluebook. While she hasn't yet used either book, as a law

professor, I am confident she will get good use out of both. While I am a fan of Black's Law

Dictionary, it is not a practical resource for a law student on the go. This is a fictional resource for

that use.

A Law Dictionary is absolutely necessary if you study law or you work in the area of law or have

anything to do with law. This book is outstanding in understanding terms which otherwise would be

Greek to me. Law terms take on new meanings when you understand what is really being said. One

word can have nine different concepts and this Law Dictionary will make sure you understand each

of those different concepts. This is an excellent reference and a total necessity if you are involved in

the study of work in the area of law.

Every law student needs a copy of this book. I keep it in my backpack and probably use it every

day, if not to look up a word/phrase for the first time but to reinforce my understanding of certain

concepts. (I'm a 1L at the moment.)Also, some professors at my University do not allow electronics

in their classroom; I am able to look up concepts that most can't because they can not get online!

good book

I am a beginner to learning constitutional law for my high school studies. This book contains all of

the terms that I have so far come aross. Easy to carry around.
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